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MOMMMA: 
MASTER OBJECTS MIGRATION & METADATA MAPPING
ACTIVITY
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WHERE ARE WE GOING?
• Setting the stage: A very brief history…
• Project planning & migration 
preparation
• Identification, transformation, 
normalization of metadata 
• Challenges for our further 
adventures…
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A BRIEF HISTORY…
• Digital Projects drive
• “Dark Archive”
• Digital Preservation 
Framework
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PROJECT PLANNING & PREPARATION
• De-duplication effort
• “Dark Archive” file quantification
• “Collection” Analysis Tool
• Prioritization
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TIFF JPEG XML Documents AV/DB/SS/PPT/Web ZIP Various
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PROJECT PLANNING & PREPARATION
• De-duplication effort
• “Dark Archive” file quantification
• “Collection” Analysis Tool
• Prioritization
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PROJECT PLANNING & PREPARATION: “COLLECTION” ANALYSIS TOOL
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PROJECT PLANNING & PREPARATION
• De-duplication effort
• “Dark Archive” file quantification
• “Collection” Analysis Tool
• Prioritization
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PREPARING METADATA FOR MIGRATION
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DIGITAL COLLECTIONS APPLICATION PROFILE
• Metadata elements defined in 
the application profile include:
– Dublin Core 
– Visual Resources Association 
(VRA) Core
– PREMIS
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DIGITAL COLLECTIONS APPLICATION PROFILE




– ISO 8601: International Standard to Represent Dates & Times
• Extended Date/Time Format
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DIGITAL COLLECTIONS APPLICATION PROFILE
• Potential controlled vocabularies include:
– AAT
– DCMI Type Vocabulary
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TOOLS USED
• Oxygen XML Editor
• Spreadsheets
• Relational Database
• Bulk Import Tool
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STEP 1: DATA EXPORT
• Export data as XML
• Determine what metadata fields to 
export
• Create a inventory spreadsheet 
with corresponding Past Perfect 
Object ID
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STEP 2: METADATA TRANSFORMATION USING XSLT
• Metadata elements do not 
match elements declared in 
application profile
• Data needs to be 
reformatted
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STEP 3: XML SCHEMA MAPPING TO EXCEL
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STEP 4: DATABASE MERGE
• Import transformed XML file as 
database table
• Import inventory spreadsheet as 
a database table
• Run query statement to INNER 
JOIN on matching Past Perfect 
Object ID on both tables
• Verify all items are accounted for
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STEP 5: DATA CLEANUP & QUALITY CONTROL
• Format dates to be ISO compliant (yyyy-
mm-dd)
• Names are in inverted orders
• Verify each item has a unique title
• Embed color profiles
• Save spreadsheet as a CSV file
• Verify spreadsheet is encoded as UTF-8
• Send to curator for QC and final 
approval 
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SUBROUTINE : FINDING AID/CATALOG RECORD UPDATE
Has changes have been made during QC 
phase?
• If so, a report is generated that list all 
changes and sent to special collections 
processing coordinator for update
• If not, no additional actions are 
required
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MATER OBJECTS REPOSITORY MIGRATION FLOWCHART
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CHALLENGES
• Staffing
• Initially images only
• Dependence on FEDORA/Hydra/Sufia 
communities
• Spotty metadata
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CONTACT INFO:
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Metadata Transformation Librarian, 
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